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About us
• 8,100 square kilometres, from Little River and the

Bellarine Peninsula in the east, to Colac in the west,
Cressy in the north, to Apollo Bay on Victoria’s southwest coast
• 320,000 permanent residents, up to 545,000 people
during the peak holiday periods.

• 11,500 non residential customers, including small
business customers.

Strategy 2030
Why we exist

Our customers
• 11,500 non residential customers operate a

range of business.
• Whilst restrictions have eased and businesses
are scaling back up, we are expecting this to

be slow recovery that will need ongoing
support.
• We expect our customers to compare Barwon

Water with other utilities, Councils and service
providers, particularly in times of need.

Informing our approach
• Customer Support Program

• Customer Experience Strategy
• Benchmarking & Covid19 support
• Voice of Customer Program
• Customer Personas, Journey Mapping &
Segmentation

Customer segmentation
• 11,500 Non Residential customers and approximately 160 different “property types”
• Property types were assessed to identify those impacted by Covid-19. From this ~ 32 were identified. This
encapsulates 4,200 customers
• In reviewing consumption data, we identified the following three segments

Consumption
Number of Businesses
Pareto
Average Quarterly bill
(water & sewer only)

Industry Examples

Low volume

High volume

Major Accounts

Less than 100kl/quarter

100kl to 1,000kl/quarter

1,000kl to 60,000kl/quarter

3,539 / Bottom 84%

602 / middle 14.5%

64 / Top 1.5%

Bottom 84% Consumes 17%

middle 14.5% Consumes 21%

Top 1.5% Consumes 62%

$300

$1,275

$10,530

Hair salon, café, shops, small
restaurants.

Caravan parks, shops, hotels,
restaurants, bars.

Golf courses, swimming pools,
wineries, manufacturing.

Service response
• Extensions to pay
• Help with setting up instalment
plans
• Flexible payment plans – arrange

& save (20% bill reduction)
• Trade Waste – reduction of service
charges

• Promotion of customer support
options
• Proactive customer contact.

• Identify key customer
insights to enable effective
inbound/outbound
conversations
• Build out the number of
customer triggers in line
with the expansion of the
outbound calling
program.
• Develop customer
propensity models and
leverage predictive
analytics to increase
effectiveness

• Increase the detail of
our reporting to
consider agent, team &
portfolio level results.
• Introduce new metrics
to measure success
• Leverage technology to
achieve greater
automation and
accuracy
• Review appropriate
resourcing to enable
sustained support

Proactive Service model
Inbound Calling

Outbound Calling

•

• Identifying potential
at risk customers
• Better
understanding of
customer needs

• Increasing the
uptake of customer
support outcomes.

Proactive customer
contact based on a
set of triggers

Better
understanding
of
Increase
proactive
customer
outbound
contactneeds
with
•

•

customers in hardship or
at risk of hardship.
• Test
& learn
• Have
a needs
based
approach
applied,
discussion
to identify
support
plan
enabling us to
opportunities or
scale as needed.
payment.
• Achieve proof of concept
then scale capability by
September to manage
increased volume
forecast

Coaching & Support

Data & Insights

• Increasing our
technical capability &
call effectiveness

• Identifying key
customer insights

• Daily coaching with
Team Leads and CX
Coach with our
frontline
• Leveraging programs
to design customer
effectiveness programs

• Building additional
customer support
triggers
• Richer customer
insights from service
model outcomes &
Voice of Customer

Reporting
• Increasing metrics
to better identify
levers to drive
performance uplift
• Building greater
automation &
accuracy
• Reviewing capacity
& demand to
enable sustained
support

Customer support
outcomes

Number of customers entering hardship programs
160
140
120
100

• Payment extensions are popular with small
business customers.
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• Aged debt rose at the start of the second
lockdown, however has eased off since August.

Non-Residential

Payment extensions by week
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Water efficiency
& small business support
• Business Water Grants Program
• Water Efficiency Program’s: Agriculture &
Business
• Big4 Holiday Resort Apollo Bay
• Water Wise Program
• Mobile & Email Contact Information Uplift

